We report on the development of an accurate first-principles computational scheme for the charge transport characteristics of molecular monolayer junctions and its application to hexanedithiolate ͑C6DT͒ devices. Starting from the Gaussian basis set density-functional calculations of a junction model in the slab geometry and corresponding two bulk electrodes, we obtain the transmission function using the matrix Green's function method and analyze the nature of transmission channels via atomic projected density of states. Within the developed formalism, by treating isolated molecules with the supercell approach, we can investigate the current-voltage characteristics of single and parallel molecular wires in a consistent manner. For the case of single C6DT molecules stretched between Au͑111͒ electrodes, we obtain reasonable quantitative agreement of computed conductance with a recent scanning tunneling microscope experiment result. Comparing the charge transport properties of C6DT single molecules and their monolayer counterparts in the stretched and tilted geometries, we find that the effect of intermolecular coupling and molecule tilting on the charge transport characteristics is negligible in these devices. We contrast this behavior to that of the -conjugated biphenyldithiolate devices we have previously considered and discuss the relative importance of molecular cores and molecule-electrode contacts for the charge transport in those devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the rapidly developing field of molecular electronics, 1,2 an important strategy of device fabrication is forming a selfassembled monolayer ͑SAM͒ or placing a LangmuirBlodgett ͑LB͒ monolayer on an electrode and attaching the second electrode in such a way as to form wires, diodes, switches, etc. [3] [4] [5] Due to the intermolecular interactions, one can possibly achieve better characterized molecular structures and correspondingly more robust device control mechanisms within the monolayer than with individual molecules. Upon formation of a monolayer, electronic energy band formations as well as conformational modifications might result in changes in the device charge transport characteristics. Experimental studies addressing the effect of monolayer formation in saturated and -conjugated molecules on the device properties are now beginning to appear. [6] [7] [8] First-principles theoretical studies will be very valuable in this effort by supplementing and guiding the experiments.
For this purpose, we have developed a scheme to calculate the current-voltage ͑I-V͒ characteristics of a monolayer molecular device. It is based on the Landauer-Büttiker formalism that relates the current with the transmission function, and compute the transmission function through the matrix Green's function ͑MGF͒ method applied to the linearcombination of atomic orbitals ͑LCAO͒ density-functional theory ͑DFT͒ calculations. Currently, the code is coupled with a Gaussian basis set code, 9 but it can be easily generalized to other LCAO DFT or tight-binding codes. This method has been successfully applied to the investigation of molecular electronic devices based on monolayers of simple biphenyldithiolate 10 ͑BPDT͒ and complex catenane molecules. 11 The MGF approach has been previously implemented on the basis of zero-dimensional ͑molecular͒ quantum chemistry codes [12] [13] [14] [15] and periodic solid state codes, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and applied to the study of molecular electronic devices. However, to our knowledge, the effect of intermolecular interactions on the device charge transport characteristics within the rigorous two-dimensional ͑2D͒ monolayer geometry has not yet been considered. The unique strength of our scheme is that the 2D periodicity of monolayer devices and the semi-infinite nature of electrodes are treated in a consistent and accurate manner by the reciprocal-space k-point sampling. Applying this method, we consider in this work the charge transport characteristics of devices based on a single hexanedithiolate ͑C6DT͒ molecule and its monolayer counterparts in the stretched and relaxed molecular geometries. We show that the role of intermolecular interactions as well as the molecule tilting on the charge transport characteristics is minimal for the C6DT molecules. We trace the origin of this robust electronic transport behavior to the energetic position of saturated C6 molecular core levels located far from the Fermi level. We contrast this with the observation in -conjugated BPDT molecules. 10 Unlike the case of C6DT molecules where the transmission channel is essentially determined by the DT bridges and the C6 core plays a secondary role, in the case of BPDT molecules, BP core levels are significantly hybridized with DT bridge levels which results in a large variation of conductance with the molecule tilting and monolayer packing. We note that in both cases DT bridge levels play an important role in characterizing the device transmission properties and conclude that the characteristics of the devices based on small molecules strongly depend on the nature of metal-electrode contacts.
The current article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we first describe our approach for the calculation of I-V charac-teristics and relevant implementation details. Accurate estimation of the self-energies and the proper setup of device models will be emphasized. Approximations involved in the current implementation will be discussed. In Sec. III, we study the conformations and charge transport properties of a single C6DT molecule sandwiched between Au͑111͒ electrodes and its monolayer counterparts. For a stretched single C6DT molecule, we obtain a good quantitative agreement of the conductance with a recent scanning tunneling microscope ͑STM͒ experiment. 21 We next compare the conductivity of single and packed molecules in stretched and tilted geometries and estimate the effect of coupling between molecular backbones on the device charge transport characteristics. In Sec. IV, we will conclude the paper by discussing differences between the saturated C6DT and -conjugated BPDT molecules. We point out that observed discrepancies between n-alkanedithiolate 21, 22 and monophenyldi͑methane͒thiolate 23 experiments can be explained by our findings.
II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION AND COMPUTATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION

A. General formalism
We obtain the I-V characteristics of molecular-scale devices by invoking the Landauer-Büttiker formalism, 24 which relates the linear response conductance to the transmission probability T:
where 1 and 2 are the chemical potentials of the bottom and top electrodes, f͑E − ͒ =1/͕1 + exp͓͑E − ͒ / ͑k B T͔͖͒ is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. We assume the zero temperature conductance T = 0. We also neglect noncoherent charge transport processes that can couple different transverse modes. Thus, the computation of the I-V characteristics amounts to evaluation of the transmission function through independent k ʈ ͑surface-parallel direction reciprocal lattice vector point͒ channels and their integral over the 2D reciprocal unit cell ⍀ ,
where ⍀ is the area of the reference unit cell surface. To compute T k ʈ , we adopt the matrix version of nonequilibrium Green's function ͑NEGF͒ approach. 24 The NEGF theory is a well-developed general formalism to treat various nonequilibrium charge transport phenomena. 25 In addition, the MGF approach provides a straightforward and efficient way to treat the open boundary problem within the LCAO formalism. 26 Let us assume that we carried out a LCAO DFT calculation for the device model including semi-infinite electrodes ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. Next, we partition the DFT Hamiltonian matrix H into the LCAO blocks belonging to electrodes 1 and 2 and the molecule in between for each k ʈ point:
Here, we assumed the molecule region is large enough to neglect coupling between the two electrodes. Partitioning the overlap matrix S in the same manner, the one-particle retarded Green's function G͑E͒ = ͑S − H͒
+ ͒ is written in the matrix form as
where
. Applying the standard matrix manipulation, the molecule part of G is then obtained as
where ⌺ a is the non-Hermitian self-energy matrix
The Hermitian part if ⌺ a describes the shift of molecular energy levels and its anti-Hermitian component
represents the broadening of molecular energy levels ͑in-verse lifetime͒ due to the coupling of molecules to electrodes. Since the self-energy effectively gives rise to a finite FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ Schematic illustration of the device modeling. ͑a͒ The device is constructed by sandwiching a molecular monolayer between electrode 1 and electrode 2. It is semi-infinite along the electrode surface normal direction. The resulting infinite problem setup is reduced into a finite one via the MGF formulation. Independent DFT calculations are performed for ͑b͒ the finite 2D device model including the molecules and part of electrode atoms ͑represented by the dashed lines͒, and ͑c͒ two 3D bulk cells corresponding to the electrodes 1 and 2 ͑represented by dashed lines͒. These three DFT outputs are combined via the MGF method to extract the information on the semi-infinite device. Dots in ͑a͒ and ͑c͒ denote the periodicity along the surface normal direction. Periodicity along the surface parallel direction is implicitly assumed.
imaginary term, we may set ␦ =0. 24 Note that, although the dimensions of X a and G a matrices are still infinite, the dimension of ⌺ a is that of the molecular part, so we have reduced the original infinite problem into a finite one. Related to this point, it should be mentioned that, in practice, the DFT calculation is only passible for a finite model system. We will denote the part of contact matrix X a that is actually calculated as x a .
Once ⌫ a and G M are available for a selected set of k ʈ points, the transmission functions through the k ʈ points are computed as 24 T
and the total transmission can be obtained from Eq. ͑2͒. Note that Eq. ͑8͒ is valid only for the noninteracting electron case. 24, 27 B. Self-energies and surface Green's functions
The self-energy ⌺ a ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒ plays an essential role in the MGF formulation by reducing the original intractable semiinfinite problem into a manageable finite one, and enabling reliable estimation of I-V characteristics. To obtain ⌺ a , we need to properly determine the molecule-electrode interaction X a and the electrode-part Green's functions G a , and combine them into ⌺ a according to Eq. ͑8͒. Especially, because X a and G a are still of semi-infinite-dimension, a procedure to reduce them into finite-dimensional entities is required. First, reliable description of the molecule-electrode contact X a can be achieved by including a large number of electrode atoms in the finite main device model, or by choosing x a that is as large as possible ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. Via including a large number of electrode-region atoms in the main device model, we can accurately determine the charge transfer at the interfaces between the molecule and metal electrodes and the resulting lineup of molecular energy levels with respect to the Fermi energy of the entire system E F . 14 This is one of the most crucial properties in determining the charge transport characteristics of devices. We will discuss this point further in Sec. II C 1.
Second, for the semi-infinite G a , we extracted the surface Green's functions g Sa of a finite dimension from two separate three-dimensional ͑3D͒ bulk calculations with the unit cells corresponding to the bottom and top electrodes ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. Due to the crystalline periodicity of the bulk, removing one layer of the contact lattice recursively gives back the same surface Green's function ͑we consider the case of the electrode 2; the electrode 1 case is obtained in a similar manner͒
where each g S2 represents the LCAO block of matrix elements corresponding to the electrode unit cell. Our strategy to calculate g S2 k ʈ is as follows. We first perform two 3D DFT calculations for each bulk electrode. Next, as the resulting H and S matrices are represented in 3D k space in our DFT calculations, we arrange the k vectors into the surface-parallel k ʈ and surface-normal k Ќ components. For the simplicity of implementation, we do not impose any symmetry reduction in selecting k points except the timereversal symmetry. We also set the k ʈ points of the electrode DFT calculation ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒ to be exactly identical to those of the main device DFT calculation ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. Then, for each k ʈ point, we carry out a one-dimensional Fourier transform of H and S along the surface normal direction to obtain
where T m is the surface-normal direction lattice vector of layer m, and N k Ќ is the number of k Ќ point sampled along the surface normal direction. Assuming that the verticaldirection lattice constant of the electrode bulk unit cell is large enough so that only the in-plane ͑m =0͒ and the nearest-neighbor-plane coupling ͑m = +1͒ matrix elements are nonzero,
we apply the same matrix manipulation used to derive Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ from the matrix of Eq. ͑4͒ and obtain the recursion relation for the surface Green's function matrix
which can be solved iteratively.
As a summary, we recapitulate the computation procedure. We start with a 2D DFT calculation for the device model ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ and two 3D DFT calculations for the corresponding bulk electrodes ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. The order of the matrix elements in these initial DFT calculations needs not be that of Eq. ͑3͒ or ͑4͒, hence, we need to reorder the elements of the device DFT H and S matrices into the form of Eq. ͑3͒. For the electrode part, we prepare the 2D H and S matrices ͓Eq. ͑12͔͒, and for each E calculate g S by solving Eq. ͑13͒. We also reorder the matrix elements of g S to be commensurate with the electrode part of Eq. ͑3͒ or ͑4͒. Having obtained x a and g S , we align the Fermi levels of the device model ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ and electrodes ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒, and construct ⌺ for each sampling energy point E,
We finally compute the Green's function according to Eq. ͑5͒, with which we compute the transmission function as in Eq. ͑8͒. The nature of the transmission channels were analyzed via atomic projection of density of states
where A = i͑G − G † ͒ is the spectral function.
C. Issues: Numerical and theoretical accuracy of the calculation
We emphasize that Eq. ͑8͒ is formally valid only for the noninteracting case, 25, 27 the simplification of which makes the NEGF formalism a popular choice of computational implementation. We obtained the single-particle Hamiltonian within the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof ͑PBE͒ parametrization of generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒ 28 of the KohnSham ͑KS͒ DFT formalism. 29 We here assess the implication of this approximation in terms of numerical and theoretical aspects.
Alignment of Fermi levels and the energetic position of molecular levels
In the case of adopting a molecular DFT code, or modeling electrodes by clusters, a finite highest-occupied molecular orbital ͑HOMO͒-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital ͑LUMO͒ gap is produced in the calculation. In comparison, we perform the DFT calculations of bulk electrodes ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒ using a periodic DFT code, so we can accurately reproduce the semi-infinite nature of metal electrodes. More explicitly, we can increase the number of k points sampled in our 3D bulk electrode DFT calculations such that the "numerical" gap converges correctly to the "physical" gap of zero ͑typically by Ͻ10 −3 eV͒. In addition, modeling devices within the cluster geometry also results in a finite HOMO-LUMO gap, which forces the Fermi levels of device model and metal electrode models aligned in some arbitrary fashion. In our calculations, we include a large number of metal electrode atoms in the device model ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ in the 2D slab geometry so that the zero "numerical" gap ͑Ͻ10 −3 eV͒ is also produced in the device model DFT calculation. These ensure that the Fermi levels of the three DFT calculations are aligned unambiguously ͓Eq. ͑14͔͒ and the location of molecular levels with respect to E F and their broadening are accurately determined. This represents an important advantage of employing a periodic DFT code rather than a cluster DFT code for the MGF implementation.
Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian and bias dependence
Even after the numerical accuracy is guaranteed as described in Sec. II C 1, one still needs to exercise caution in using the GGA ͓or the local-density approximation ͑LDA͔͒ single-particle spectra, since it suffers from its intrinsic selfinteraction error which results in band gap underestimation. 30 This is a particularly important point in characterizing whether the levels closest to E F , or the relevant channels for transmission, are the HOMO or the LUMO: If LUMO levels rather than HOMO levels lie closer to E F , the qualitative reliability of the conclusion may be questioned. ͓For the systems considered in this work, we find that the HOMO levels lie closer to E F ͑Sec. III͒, so the conclusion is not affected by the GGA self-interaction errors.͔ A recent study also showed that the self-interaction error can possibly introduce a significant error for a weakly coupled molecular junction. 31 To resolve this issue of DFT functionals in the transport calculation, it may help adopting new-generation self-interactionfree exchange-correlation energy functionals 30, 32 that were already shown to correct problems in the calculation of optical excitations. 33 Related with this problem is that DFT is strictly valid only within the equilibrium and finite system setup. The KS Hamiltonian H, and the quantities derived thereafter, Green's functions G, self-energies ⌺, and transmissions T, are in principle functions of the bias voltage V in addition to the energy E. Self-consistent MGF calculations in which the finite-bias KS Hamiltonian for the molecule part is constructed are required for the accurate estimation of large-bias I-V characteristics. However, even after this, the calculation is still inherently approximate as long as H is calculated within the KS DFT formalism with the convectional exchange-correlation approximations. In this work, we carry out only the non-self-consistent MGF calculations based on zero-bias DFT calculations and restrict our interest to the low-bias regime where T͑E , V͒ϷT͑E ,0͒ should be a good approximation.
For now, the validity of approximations introduced in the calculation might be best assessed via comparison with accurate experiments which are beginning to appear. [21] [22] [23] As will be described in Sec. III, for the case of single C6DT molecules probed by a small bias, we obtain a reasonable agreement with the experiment. One possible reason for such good comparison is that the transport properties of the present system under study, C6DT molecules strongly coupled to Au electrodes, are mainly determined via distribution of the HOMO levels along the electrode-molecule-electrode junction ͑that should be relatively well described by GGA or LDA͒ rather than that of the HOMO-LUMO gap ͑that should be inaccurately described by GGA or LDA͒. In any case, by such comparison, we believe that we are capturing the essential features of the systems considered in this work.
III. APPLICATIONS: HEXANEDITHIOLATE MOLECULAR JUNCTIONS
We now apply the developed methodology to study the effect of intermolecular interactions on the charge transport characteristics in C6DT devices. Extensive experimental studies were performed on the n-alkanethiol SAMs. 4 In ambient conditions, n-alkanethiolates ͑n Ն 6͒ self-assemble on a Au͑111͒ surface to form a well-ordered monolayer with the ͑ ͱ 3 ϫ ͱ 3͒R30°packing density and the molecular tilt angle of 30
‫ؠ‬ from the surface normal. Various experimental techniques have found a secondary ordering to a c͑4 ͱ 3 ϫ 2 ͱ 3͒R30°superlattice. The conductance properties of these SAMs have been extensively studied via various methods. [34] [35] [36] In addition to the experimental availability of wellordered SAMs and their conductance studies, our choice of C6DT molecule was largely motivated by the recent single molecular resistance measurements by Xu and Tao. 21 By repeatedly forming gold-molecule-gold junctions using STM, they have measured a very reliable single molecule resistance of N-alkanedithiol ͑N = 6, 8, and 10͒ molecules. For the case of octanedithiol, they have also obtained a consistent result by Au-coated atomic force microscope ͑AFM͒ experiments. 22 The clean experimental geometry in their experimental setup enabled unambiguous measurements of single-molecule resistance. For example, the measured resistance of the octanedithiol molecule was 51± 5 megaohms, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the probably best previous estimation of 900± 50 megaohms obtained in the experiment where a single molecule was bridged to the Au-coated conducting AFM electrode through a gold nanoparticle. 12 In this section, we will study the structures and charge transport characteristics of single and monolayer C6DT molecules sandwiched between flat Au͑111͒ electrodes ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒. We first consider a single C6DT molecule stretched between Au͑111͒ electrodes with the recent experiments [21] [22] [23] in mind. A more realistic geometry of the electrodes corresponding to the experiments, in which the junctions were formed by pulling the STM or Au-coated AFM tip, would be a Au cluster or atomic wire bridging the bulk electrodes and the molecule as considered in Refs. 37 and 38. However, because one of our main objectives in this work is to compare charge transport characteristics of a single molecule and its monolayer counterpart, we will restrict ourselves to the flat electrode geometry where we can straightforwardly build monolayer models and corresponding single molecule models as schematically depicted in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͒ . In spite of the rather artificial flat electrode geometry, we obtain a computed conductance value in good agreement with the experimental data. We compare this conductance with that of the corresponding monolayer counterpart. Next, we consider the conductance of a relaxed C6DT monolayer and compare with that of the constituent single molecule. Using the four C6DT device models, we will assess the effect of intermolecular interactions within the monolayer and the molecular tilting on the C6DT device charge transport characteristics.
A. Stretched single molecule and its monolayer counterpart
Before calculating the device charge transport properties, we first carried out structural optimizations of a C6DT molecule stretched between two flat Au͑111͒ electrodes. We placed two three-layer ͑2 ͱ 3 ϫ 2 ͱ 3͒R30°Au͑111͒ cells ͓Fig.
2͑c͔͒ mirror symmetrically as the bottom and top electrodes and optimized the structure of the molecule stretched between the electrodes ͑Fig. 3͒ within the PBE GGA while fixing all the Au atoms. The Au-molecule-Au slab was separated from its periodic images by ϳ12 Å of vacuum space FIG. 2. ͑Color online͒ Top and side views of the ͑a͒ ͑ ͱ 3 ϫ ͱ 3͒R30°Au͑111͒ cell corresponding to the bottom electrode. Top views of the ͑b͒ 2 ϫ 2͑ ͱ 3 ϫ ͱ 3͒R30°Au͑111͒ cell used for the monolayer calculations and ͑c͒ ͑2 ͱ 3 ϫ 2 ͱ 3͒R30°Au͑111͒ supercell used for the single molecule calculations. In ͑b͒ and ͑c͒, S atoms that bridge the C6 molecular core to the fcc hollow site of the bottom electrode are shown together.
FIG. 3. ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒
Ball and stick representation of the stretched single C6DT device model. Three-layer Au͑111͒ slabs ͓orange ͑gray͔͒ were used for the energy minimization, and they were later augmented by another two Au͑111͒ layers ͓magenta ͑dark gray͔͒ for the calculation of the charge transport characteristics. Partitioning scheme of "electrodes" and "molecule" for the transmission calculations is also shown ͑see the text͒. The procedure of generating from ͑b͒ the single device model ͑c͒ the corresponding monolayer device model. along the surface normal direction. Norm-conserving scalarrelativistic pseudopotentials were employed to remove the core electrons 39, 40 and orbitals were expanded in terms of the LCAO represented in the double--plus-polarization quality Gaussian functions optimized for corresponding pseudopotentials. 9 For the calculation of the exchange-correlation energy and potential and the Hartree potential, we adopted a uniform real-space grid with 0.3 bohr spacing. For reciprocal-space, a single ⌫ k ʈ point was sampled. Total energy was minimized until the maximum ionic forces were smaller than 25 meV/ Å.
An important aspect of the device structure is the location of the sulfur ͑"alligator clip"͒ atoms with respect to the gold electrode surface layer atoms. For the alkane and phenyl molecules thiolate-attached to a Au͑111͒ surface, we previously identified the fcc hollow site ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ as the energetically optimal position. 10 Next, with the S atoms bridging the fcc hollow site of the Au͑111͒ electrode, we allowed the two Au layers of the electrodes on the molecule ͑S͒ side to relax and checked whether any significant reorganization of the molecule or Au atoms occurs. We repeated this process for progressively increasing electrode-electrode gap distances d = 13.7, 13.9, 14.1, 14.3, and 14.5 Å ͑Fig. 3͒. It was found that at d = 14.3 Å a noticeable protrusion of several gold atoms on one of the two Au surface layers develops. Increasing d further to 14.5 Å, one of the three Au atoms in the perturbed layer closest to the S atom is pulled out of the Au surface plane. This result, reflecting the strong Au-S bonding, agrees with the Au wire formation and the subsequent Au-Au bond breaking in the continued pulling of ethylthiolate molecule observed in a recent Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics study. 37 As mentioned above, for the transmission calculations, we restrict ourselves to the flat electrode cases and we chose the case with the largest electrode-electrode gap distance, i.e., d = 14.1 Å as the representative structure ͓Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͔͒. ͑Employing other choices, e.g., d = 14.1 Å only result in minor quantitative changes in the results.͒ At this configuration, the distance between the S atom and the Au surface plane was l = 2.19 Å.
Once the geometry was determined, we carried out MGF calculations to obtain the device charge transport characteristics. For the accuracy of the calculation, we padded each Au electrode slab with another two layers of Au electrode atoms ͑total of five layers of Au atoms for each electrode͒. Within the MGF formulation ͑Sec. II͒ we have decoupled the problem of computing the transmission function of a semiinfinite molecular junction into the DFT calculations of ͑i͒ extended molecule͑s͒, i.e., molecule͑s͒ plus a large part of bulk electrodes and ͑ii͒ two independent infinite electrodes, and the post-process coupling of these DFT output. In checking the convergence of the bulk electrode DFT calculations ͑ii͒ with respect to the k point sampling, we observed that the total energy converges and the "numerical" band gap approaches zero in the order of 10 −3 eV at a single k ʈ point shifted off from the ⌫ point and four k Ќ points ͑Sec. II C 1͒. Due to the constraint of the k ʈ point matching between ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒ within our formulation ͑Sec. II B͒, we repeated the main device model calculation at the corresponding single k ʈ point ͑shifted off from the ⌫ point͒ as the input of the transmission calculation. We obtained the "numerical" HOMO-LUMO gap of Ͻ0.005 eV in ͑i͒, which ensures the correct alignment of Fermi levels of ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒. Finally, we chose the molecule plus one layer of the Au electrode atoms as the "molecule" part of the device. This is because we have observed a rather noticeable deviation in the projected density of states ͑PDOS͒ of the Au surface layer from its bulk counterpart in our previous study of the BPDT devices. 10 We used the next three layers of Au atoms ͑surface+ 1-surface+ 3 Au layers͒ as the "electrode" part in the MGF calculations. This setup is schematically outlined in Fig. 3͑a͒ .
The transmission function of the device model based on the stretched single C6DT is shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ . Transmission value at E F , T͑E = E F ͒, is 0.0073, which can be compared with the conductance of 0.0012 G 0 obtained in the   FIG. 4 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Transmission function of a single stretched C6DT molecule and ͑b͒ its PDOS. ͑c͒ Transmission/molecule of the corresponding C6DT monolayer and ͑d͒ its PDOS. In ͑b͒ and ͑d͒, solid lines are molecular core ͑C6͒ projections and dashed lines are S bridge atoms ͑DT͒ projections.
STM experiment of Xu and Tao. 21 The comparison is quite satisfactory considering that we have adopted a rather artificial flat electrode geometry. Our model should overestimate the conductance compared with the experimental situation, where the molecule is more likely connected to the electrodes through Au wires or clusters that are formed upon pulling of the STM tip. We analyzed the nature of the transmission channels via PDOS of S alligator clips ͑DT͒ and the remaining C6 molecular core ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒. It shows a DToriginated transmission at ϷE F − 1.0 eV and C6-originated transmissions at much further away from E F , ϷE F − 3.3 eV. Because of the DT states, the HOMO levels rather than the LUMO levels should be the more relevant transmission channels in this system, and this is consistent with the experimental conclusion. 34 We previously found a similar behavior in the Au-BPDT-Au junctions where the DT states were also found to be located at ϷE F − 1.0 eV, 10 and suspect that this might be a general conclusion for devices made by DT-bridging small molecules to Au electrodes. For example, employing ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy, Zangmeister et al. determined the electronic levels of oligo͑phe-nylene ethynylene͒thiolate SAMs on Au and concluded that the HOMO is closer to E F than the LUMO. 41 We in particular note that they located the Au-S level at ϷE F − 1.0 eV ͑See We now consider the monolayer devices and study the effect of intermolecular interaction on the charge transport properties accompanying the monolayer packing. To construct a monolayer device model, we reduced the surface unit cell from the Au͑111͒ ͑2 ͱ 3 ϫ 2 ͱ 3͒R30°unit cell used in the "isolated" molecule device calculation to a ͑ ͱ 3 ϫ ͱ 3͒R30°u nit cell. Pictorially, it corresponds going from Fig. 3͑b͒ to Fig. 3͑c͒ or Fig. 2͑c͒ to Fig. 2͑b͒ . No further geometry optimization has been performed so that only the difference in the electronic degree of freedom is considered. The same calculational parameters as in the single-molecule case were adopted, except that 6 ϫ 6 k ʈ points were sampled. As mentioned above, alkanethiolate molecules experimentally form a c͑4 ͱ 3 ϫ 2 ͱ 3͒R30°superstructure. Ignoring such superlattice structures, we overestimate the intermolecular interaction within the monolayer. We restrict ourselves to such simplification, because we find that the intermolecular interaction effect is negligible for our C6DT molecules ͑dis-cussed below͒.
The transmission and PDOS of the stretched C6DT monolayer model are shown in Figs. 4͑c͒ and 4͑d͒ , respectively. We indeed find effects of monolayer formation, such as the C6 band formation below ϷE F − 3.5 eV and above ϷE F + 3 eV, and further localization of DT PDOS near E F − 1 eV. However, for the energy range near E F that is relevant for the low-bias transport regime, we find only a small difference in their transmission values as shown in the insets of Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑c͒. For the SAM case, T͑E = E F ͒ is 0.0050, which is slightly smaller than the value for the single molecule case ͑0.0073͒ due to the more localized S levels near E F − 1 eV. However, we expect this difference is negligible compared with the experimental indeterminacy and the computational approximations employed in the calculations ͑Sec. II C͒. We thus conclude that for the C6DT monolayer stretched between Au͑111͒ electrodes the coupling between molecular backbones does not affect the charge transport along the surface normal direction in the low-bias transport regime.
B. Self-assembled monolayer and its single molecule counterpart
For the devices based on stretched molecules studied in Sec. III A, where the direction of the charge flow is parallel to the alignment of the molecular backbone, it might be regarded as natural to find negligible intermolecular interaction effects on the charge transport. In this section, we will consider the case of self-assembled monolayers in which molecules are tilted away from the electrode surface normal direction. In this case, it is not clear from the outset whether we will find a similar behavior. We will show that, even with the molecule tilting, the C6DT electrical transport property at the low-bias regime is not significantly modified by the intermolecular interactions.
We first optimized the structure of the SAM model based on the three-layer Au͑111͒ ͑ ͱ 3 ϫ ͱ 3͒R30°substrate ͓Fig.
5͑a͔͒ using PBE GGA. Reciprocal-space 3 ϫ 3 k ʈ points were sampled, and other calculational parameters were taken as in the structural study of the stretched single molecule case. As discussed in Sec. III A, the ͑ ͱ 3 ϫ ͱ 3͒R30°unit cell should overestimate the intermolecular interaction effects compared with the experiments, which identified the c͑4 ͱ 3 ϫ 2 ͱ 3͒R30 ‫ؠ‬ superlattice structure. All Au atoms were fixed during the optimization. We have previously found that allowing the relaxation of the surface Au atoms results in only minor structural changes and has an especially negligible effect on the device charge transport characteristics of thiolbased SAMs. 10 The tilt angle from the surface normal of the optimized molecules was = 31.9°and the distance of the We next focus on the effect of molecule tilting by comparing Figs. 6 and 4. First, in terms of PDOS, we find a noticeable change ͑stronger band formation͒ only for the SAM case below E F −3 eV ͓Figs. 4͑d͒ and 6͑d͔͒. For transmissions, we find a noticeable enhancement below E F − 2 eV for both tilted single molecule and SAM device models ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑c͔͒ compared with the corresponding device models based on stretched molecules ͓Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑c͒, respectively͔. However, these changes arise only for the energy range far away from E F that is relevant for the highbias ͑Ͼ ϳ 4V͒ regime I-V characteristics. The transmission characteristics relevant for the low-bias regime ͑energy range close to E F ͒ show only a negligible difference with the molecule tilting and SAM formation as shown in the I-V data of sesses a robust charge transport property and will be a good device component. In Fig. 7 , because the four I-V curves showed very similar behavior, we present the data for only two models ͑stretched single molecule and optimized SAM cases͒ that showed the biggest difference. To emphasize the insignificance of this difference, together we present the I-V curves of two BPDT SAM device models from Ref. 10 . We will discuss the differences in more detail in Sec. IV.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS: SATURATED VS -CONJUGATED MOLECULES
Compared with single isolated molecules, molecules within a monolayer can possibly assume more robust molecular structures due to the intermolecular interactions. This aspect might be utilized as a device control mechanism in molecular electronics. In this article, we reported on the development of a first-principles computation tool to study the charge transport properties of monolayer molecular electronic devices and its application to the C6DT wires. By studying an isolated C6DT single molecule, we first established a good quantitative agreement of our calculation with the recent single molecule resistance measurements. 21 Considering that a large quantitative discrepancy between theoretical calculations and experimental data has been one of the most unsatisfactory aspects of the field of molecular electronics, we believe that this finding is encouraging. Next, we studied the charge conductance of monolayers and compared it with that of single molecule counterparts. We concluded that the monolayer packing and the molecule tilting have only a minor effect on the C6DT transmission characteristics in the low-bias regime. Taking into account their wellcharacterized SAM structure as well, we concluded that the n-alkanedithiolates would be a good ͑insulating͒ molecular electronics component.
We close the paper by comparing these findings with those for the devices based on -conjugated BPDT molecules which we previously considered. 10 The electrodeelectrode gap distance of the BPDT device models was 13.6ϳ 14.7 Å, comparable to that of the present C6DT device models. Note that, although we did not directly compare the single molecule conductance and the SAM conductance for BPDT devices as in the current work, we can still assess the effects of molecule tilting and monolayer packing on the BPDT device I-V characteristics via comparing the conductance of SAMs with different molecule tilt angles and packing modes. We first found that the potential energy surface as a function of the BPDT tilt angle is very flat. We thus concluded that the BPDT SAMs should not be well-ordered, in agreement with the experimental observation. 42, 43 We in addition observed a sensitive dependence of BPDT transmission near E F or low-bias regime I-V characteristics on the molecule tilting. The origin of this behavior was traced to the HOMO-LUMO gap of the -conjugated BP molecular core, which is much smaller than that of the saturated C6 core, and the resulting strong hybridization of BP levels with DT levels. As discussed in Sec. III A, we observed DT levels at ϷE F − 1 eV in BPDT devices as in C6DT devices. However, unlike the C6DT case that shows negligible C6 PDOS near E F ͓Figs. 3͑b͒, 3͑d͒, 5͑b͒, and 5͑d͔͒, a relatively large BP PDOS ͑yet smaller than DT PDOS͒ was found between ϷE F − 1 and E F ͑Fig. 7 of Ref. 10͒. Because of the structural indeterminacy and sensitive dependence of the I-V characteristics on the conformational variations, we concluded that BPDT molecules are a poor device candidate. To contrast the C6DT and BPDT cases and provide a quantitative measure of these conclusions, we reproduced the I-V curves of the herringbone-packing Ϸ 15°BPDT SAM and parallelpacking Ϸ 30°BPDT SAM devices ͑Fig. 9 of Ref. 10͒ in Fig. 7 . We finally note that our comparison of C6DT and BPDT conductances is in line with the experimental characterization of n-alkanedithiol 21, 22 and monophenyldi͑methane͒ thiol 23 by the Tao group: Compared with the saturated n-alkanedithiol molecules, conductance measurements of -conjugated benzenedithiol and benzenedimethanethiol junctions were found to have a lower device yield and broader conductance histograms, or a less well-defined single molecule conductance value. This can be explained by our finding that the -conjugated molecular cores connected to metal electrodes via thiol bridges have less stable structures and bigger conductance fluctuations compared with the saturated molecular counterparts.
